(Press Release)

BOSAI - A New Program on NHK WORLD RADIO JAPAN
Disaster Preparedness Know-how from Japan to the World, in 17 Languages
TOKYO, April 11, 2017- NHK’s international radio service, NHK WORLD RADIO JAPAN, offers a monthly
program, BOSAI (Disaster Preparedness), starting in April. The broadcasts are designed to share lessons
learned from earthquakes, typhoons, and tsunami in Japan.

The program will introduce overseas listeners to basic knowledge such as anticipating earthquakes and
flood countermeasure as well as other activities that have saved lives and reduced damage in Japan.
These include evacuation drills, risk reduction education, and mutual self-help.
The April edition is How Should Evacuation Centers Be Run? - Lessons of the Kumamoto
Earthquake. It presents examples of earthquake-affected people performing key roles in disaster areas
by providing support to evacuees.
At Kumamoto University, for example, nursing students provided nursing services. Students from
overseas helped people from other countries. Sports
teams

provided

night-time

security,

and

students

specializing in sports and wellness helped evacuees
maintain their physical fitness. Experts add to the
program with their perspectives on the significance of
evacuees running shelters for themselves.
Each broadcast will include a segment, hosted by Keio
University’s Associate Professor Satoko Oki, a specialist
in seismology and disaster preparedness education. She
answers questions such as how fast a tsunami travels,
and what happens if you’re in an elevator when an
A shelter run by Kumamoto University students (2016)

earthquake strikes.

BOSAI Measures for Saving Your Life
NHK WORLD RADIO JAPAN Apr. 13 (Thu) 14:15 (JST) - (English), etc.
*The schedule is different for each language service

To be broadcast regularly on the fourth Tuesday of each month from May.
The series will provide a diversity of knowledge drawn from natural disasters that have occurred in Japan,
including the Great East Japan Earthquake and the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake.

NHK WORLD RADIO JAPAN

www.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/

NHK broadcasts international radio services in Japanese and 17 other languages, offering news and other programs that
bring information and issues concerning Japan to the world. The services are offered by shortwave, medium wave, FM
frequencies, and satellite. The broadcasts also are streamed live and are available on demand via the NHK WORLD
website and free smartphone app.

